Our Vision
Making frameless glass beautiful, functional and quiet.

Why ALUR>
Watch Video
Designing Sanctuaries

Strike the perfect balance between public and private spaces.

The benefits are undeniable.
Better communication, an environment of fostered collaboration, more natural light and expansive outdoor views throughout the office.
Combining the simple elegance of glass with the precision of extruded aluminum.

The ALUR wall transforms what was once covered-up into what is now shown off.

ALUR walls not only illuminate your office, but are also sustainable.

Who knew form and function could look so alluring?
Sustainable Design Is The Future

Sustainable design and thoughtful choice sourcing of materials is at the forefront of our vision and the world.

Locally Sourced & Low-Emitting Materials
All of ALUR glass is sourced directly from local suppliers to keep costs low and reduce our carbon footprint. Our clear anodized aluminum finish is a water-based process and uses no VOCs. Our PVDF coatings are resin-based and have very low VOCs.

Qualifies for LEED® Points
ALUR walls may contribute up to 17 LEED® Points in the categories of Energy and Atmosphere, Materials & Resources and Indoor Environment Quality.

Demountable & Reusable
Walls can be repositioned to suit the changing needs of modern workspace, maximizing sustainability while avoiding construction debris and minimizing waste.

ENERGY & ATMOSPHERE
Use daylight to reduce designed lighting loads and energy consumption.

SIMPLE BUILDING REUSE
Can be installed into an existing space without disturbing existing floors, wall & ceilings.

SIMPLE WASTE MANAGEMENT
Waste from ALUR installations are all easily recyclable.

SHARE THE DAYLIGHT
Using ALUR glass walls to create private offices and conference rooms helps ensure daylight reaches occupants.

IN 2021 & BEYOND
Conscious design is at the forefront of culture and our priorities more than ever.
The ALUR Glass Wall System features ½” thick frameless glass, polycarbonate “dry joints”, minimal top and bottom channels and beautifully designed hardware, including full-height sliding glass doors.

Our system is designed for superior rigidity and sound attenuation. Glass edges are flat polished and chamfered to a precise angle forming a virtually seamless fit when combined with the dry joint.

5 Glass Solutions

1. CLEAR
2. LOW IRON (ULTRA CLEAR)
3. LAMINATED (BETTER SOUND CONTROL)
4. POLAR WHITE LAMINATED
5. ACID ETCHED
Key Features

Remarkable detail in stunning floor-to-ceiling glass walls.

Quality Design

Up to 10ft High

Bead Blasted Aluminum
Key Features

Safe and secure connection, speedy delivery.
Dividing Walls

Dividing walls designed as the perfect companion to our glass office fronts.

ALUR Dividing Wall features easy-to-assemble frames, off-module design and integrated power, voice and data cabling for greater flexibility in adapting to changes in layout and technology.

Wall frames are capable of supporting hang-on furniture components on both sides of the wall. Wall tiles are available in thermofused and high-pressure laminate, fabric, tackable, and whiteboard as well as COM options.
Hardware & Door Options

We offer a variety of eye catching styles that maximize space and design.

1. Glass Pivot Door
2. Wood Sliding Door
3. Glass Hinged Door
4. Wood Hinged Door
5. Glass Sliding-Single
6. Glass Sliding-Double
9 Stunning Finishes

CLEAR ANODIZED

METALLIC CHAMPAGNE GOLD

BONE WHITE

METALLIC POLISHED GREY SILVER

SPARTAN BRONZE

METALLIC MEDIUM SILVER

BLACK

METALLIC METRO BRONZE
Sound Privacy

Lower noise levels and increase concentration.

The sound metrics that matter.
There are two metrics that matter when it comes to sound privacy: STC & NIC.

STC The higher the STC rating, the higher the sound attenuation properties of the system. At STC 30, normal speech is audible but unintelligible; at 35, loud speech is audible but unintelligible; and at 42, loud speech is just a murmur.

NIC The Noise Isolation Class (NIC) takes into account the entire system — not just through but over, under and around. A glass wall system is more than just glass — it’s made of the panels, joints, frames, doors, and how they attach to each other and the environment around them. And that’s where our ALUR systems shines.

Keep the watercooler conversations at the watercooler (not in your office)

26-29 NIC
36-39 STC

Rating is based on door and glass types.
Assured Satisfaction

On-Call Expert Service

We pride ourselves on our customer satisfaction. Our highly trained designers and project managers provide exceptional customer service and field support, ensuring a perfect installation every time.

Tax Benefits

Save up to 30% more than a traditional build-out.
Define Your Space

To request a quote & more information:
973-446-2300 | ALURwalls.com